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Hyflex

Originated from San Francisco State with Dr. Brian Beatty, a Hyflex course is built on 
multiple simultaneous learning paths combined together to give flexibility/choice to the 
student. It is an evolution of traditional online courses, independent of both modality 
and synchronicity.   In the Hyflex modality, students can choose to be Face-to-Face, 
asynchronous, or synchronous remote. They can choose any of those modalities day-by-
day.  This puts more flexibility in the hands of the student than ever before. 
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Response to a Changing Market

According to the 
survey data, Higher 
Education appears 
to be aware that the 
market will be 
shifting its demands 
for technology in 
the near future (if 
not already).  
Students have 
enjoyed (at least 
parts) of remote 
learning and are 
likely to continue to 
seek out those 
benefits. 

https://info.chronicle.com/OTMxLUVLQS0yMTgAAAF-_wdytIxmy71GC-Iv8S-wMPcTrgaAwhNLFigic9VzORQdhu9yVEjmNrWpLk3MOLsspFtfDMI=



Chronical Survey Results

1.Students expect virtual learning (94% expect 

some virtual piece)

2.Students are choosing virtual learning (49% 
intend to continue virtual learning post-
pandemic)

3.Virtual learning will benefit colleges
a.Expanding school reach

i.Becoming attractive to students in the 
market

b.Continuity in the face of interruption



Different Paths – Same Learning Objectives



Hyflex Components

• Hyflex involves 3 main parts: Technology, Instructional Design, and Faculty 
Development.

Each classroom requires the appropriate hardware to 
ensure a faculty member can capture and telecast the 
lecture and classroom experiences in addition to LMS 
technology.  

Faculty experts team up with trained instructional designers 
to create unified teaching pathways and unified learning 
outcomes by leveraging technology tools such as 
MediashareIQ and SimIQ Core.  

Faculty are trained to deliver multi-modality 
instruction and to effectively leverage 
technology. 



Hyflex Design 



Hyflex Design (cont.)



Advantages of Hyflex

1. Hyflex allows students to choose the modality they 
would like day-by-day.  As Colleges look to capture more 
market, they will need to respond to the demands of 
students (“Online Leaders to Prioritize Online Flexibility 
Post Pandemic” – Chronicle of Higher Ed).  Now, post 
pandemic, most students have had some experience 
with remote learning; and they like it.  

- This flexibility is made possible by the technology 
tools of MediashareIQ, which allows video to be 
stored, consumed, and distributed with a high 
degree of control by the instructor.

- SimIQ Core allows for simulated video branching 
that mimics the classroom discussion or case study.

- These pieces of technology allow for the face-to-face 
student, the remote synchronous student, and the 
asynchronous student to achieve identical learning 
outcomes while achieving the most similar course 
learning experiences possible.  

https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2021/06/08/online-learning-leaders-want-prioritize-flexibility-post-pandemic


Advantages of Hyflex (Cont.)

2. Hyflex scheduling allows schools to schedule just one section 
of a course, rather than multiple sections.  For example, 
University X would no longer have to schedule a Residential 
section of Psychology 100 AND an online section of Psychology 
100.  They can experience the instructional efficiency of filling 
Hyflex sections.

3. Hyflex allows schools to avoid instructional interruption.  
Virtually all schools experienced some sort of interruption 
during the pandemic. Now, schools with Hyflex courses can 
continue during any kind of external events:  Weather events, 
security events, or even another pandemic would be minimally 
intrusive on study since schools could simply advise teachers 
and students to be remote “as needed”. 



Denison University

• Leveraging Hyflex courses for Denison Edge in Columbus

• Augments their ability to serve surrounding colleges (Knowlton 
Nine)

• Non-traditional delivery calendar maximizes use of flexibility

• On track for a May 2nd launch of a Marketing Hyflex course


